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Abstract—We consider design of asynchronous orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (OFDM) based diamond two-way-
relay (DTWR) systems in a time-varying frequency-selective
(doubly-selective) fading channel. In a DTWR system, two users
exchange their messages with the help of two relays. Most of
the existing works on asynchronous DTWR systems assume only
small relative propagation delays between the received signals at
each node that do not exceed the length of the cyclic-prefix (CP).
However, in certain practical communication systems, significant
differences in delays may take place, and hence existing solutions
requiring excessively long CPs may be highly inefficient. In this
paper, we propose a delay-independent CP insertion mechanism
in which the CP length depends only on the number of subcarriers
and the maximum delay spread of the corresponding channels. We
also propose a symbol detection algorithm that is able to tolerate
very long relative delays, that even exceed the length of the OFDM
block itself, without a large increase in complexity. The proposed
system is shown to significantly outperform other alternatives in
the literature through a number of specific examples.
Index Terms—Two-way relay channels, underwater acoustic
communications, synchronization, OFDM.
I. INTRODUCTION
COOPERATIVE communications is an effective techniquethat uses relay nodes to provide various performance
advantages including virtual spatial diversity and coverage ex-
tension. Advancements in this field led to the introduction of
two-way relay (TWR) systems in which two source nodes are
able to simultaneously communicate with each other through
the aid of a relay node. Recently, TWR systems have received
increased attention as not only they can overcome coverage
problems, but also they provide a means of two-way commu-
nication. These advantages are even possible without requiring
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any additional resources compared to single-way relay systems
by exploiting the inherent superimposition nature of electro-
magnetic waves in cooperative wireless networks. This, how-
ever, comes at the price of requiring strict synchronization
between the communicating users, and while this is attainable
in many communication systems, it is not in others. One such
application that we consider in this paper is underwater acoustic
(UWA) communications in which significant relative delays are
experienced between signals originating from different nodes
due to the low speed of sound propagation.
The UWA channel is considered one of the harshest com-
munication media nowadays [1]. Excessively large propagation
delays, time-and frequency selectivity are some of the major
impairments in UWA channels. Because of the low speed of
sound in water (≈1500 m/s), differences in the propagation
distance in the range of hundreds of meters result in large
relative delays in the range of hundreds of milliseconds. There-
fore, having an accurately synchronized DTWR system can be
difficult and novel schemes are required to face asynchronism,
or even better, to harness it to our advantage.
Many schemes have been proposed in the literature to solve
the asynchronism problem in two-way relaying for both single-
carrier and multi-carrier communication systems. Among them,
our focus in this paper is on multi-carrier systems. To address
the asynchronism caused by having simultaneously received
signals experiencing different delay spreads, Lu et al. propose
an OFDM-based TWR scheme in [2]. By using OFDM, the
relative time dispersion caused by the multipath channel is
reduced, and as long as the maximum of the delay spreads
experienced is within the cyclic-prefix (CP), the effect dis-
appears in the frequency domain. In [3], the authors propose
a scheme based on sphere decoding to mitigate the effects
of time misalignment for an OFDM-modulated channel-coded
TWR system over a frequency-selective fading channel. Two
precoding-based schemes are proposed in [4] based on channel
inversion.
In [5], the authors propose a scheme that jointly mitigates
synchronization errors, provides full spatial diversity and has
the property of fast maximum likelihood decoding. The scheme
is based on inserting an appropriate CP and performing simple
operations at the relay such as conjugation and time-reversal.
Besides overcoming the asynchronism, the scheme in [5] results
in an equivalent orthogonal space time block code (OSTBC)
structure or a quasi-OSTBC structure on each subcarrier at
each user, which simplifies decoding of the partner’s message.
[6] proposes an OFDM-based scheme for asynchronous TWR
systems that maximizes the worst signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
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over all subcarriers. This is done by computing the optimal
relay beamforming vectors and the users’ optimal power dis-
tribution across all subcarriers. In [7], the authors derive a
sliding window estimator to find the optimal timing for taking
the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) at the relay to minimize
the interference plus noise power. For a UWA-TWR system,
three schemes are proposed in [8] to obtain network-coded
channel-uncoded packets at the relay. However, a large guard
interval that depends on the delay spread and the relative
delay between the users’ signals is required. An effective
OFDM-based solution for asynchronism is proposed in [9] for
single-way relay channels with two relays. By relying on full-
duplex nodes, this scheme uses a CP that is independent of
the relative difference between the propagation delays of the
streams at any node.
Previous solutions proposed for asynchronous dual-relay
TWR systems have only considered small delays and hence
they are not appropriate for the case of large delays, for in-
stance, for typical UWA communications. To the best of our
knowledge, the best reported result on this issue is due to [5]
which still does not provide a general solution to the large delay
problem as it is limited to the case in which the differences
in propagation delays are within the CP of an OFDM word.
Therefore, motivated by the work in [9] for single-way relay
channels, this paper proposes a number of TWR schemes
that can be used over a UWA channel or other channels in
which large differences in delays may be experienced. The
objective is to design an efficient scheme that does not require
an excessively long CP and at the same time can tolerate any
delay without a large increase in complexity. We aim to avoid
the “delay within CP” requirement that is generally assumed in
the literature of OFDM-based TWR systems, e.g., [2], [3], [5].
Our approach to address the large delay issue in DTWR
systems is to have the received signal on each subcarrier in
a delay-diversity structure similar to that observed in single
carrier systems over a multipath fading channel in which the
signal spreads over time causing symbols to interfere with each
other. We will show that with proper signaling, a delay diversity
structure is obtained from the frequency domain samples corre-
sponding to the same subcarrier of the consecutively received
OFDM words. This structure can be efficiently harnessed at
the receiver using the Viterbi algorithm. The original delay
diversity scheme, proposed in [10], is based on deliberately
introducing multi-path distortion to indirectly obtain a transmit
diversity advantage. This is done using a multi-input single-
output (MISO) system with M antennas by transmitting the
tth symbol from antenna 1 in time slot t and M − 1 delayed
versions of it from antennas 2 through M in time slots t+ 1 to
t+M − 1. In our scheme, the delay diversity structure comes
as a by-product of having large differences in delay causing
OFDM blocks corresponding to different time slots to interfere
with each other.
We consider two cases: full-duplex (FD) operation at all
nodes, and full-duplex users with half-duplex (HD) relays. By
utilizing the reception period in HD relays to mimic a zero-
padded sequence, the second scheme avoids using a CP for the
relays’ transmission, and as a result, it reduces the complexity
of the relays while maintaining the same spectral efficiency
Fig. 1. The DTWR system model.
compared to the scheme with FD relays, and with only a small
degradation in performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II gives a description of the system model. Section III
presents our proposals for harnessing delay diversity using full-
duplex and half-duplex relays, respectively. Section IV provides
pair-wise error probability (PEP) analysis of the proposed
schemes. Section V presents results of simulations conducted
to evaluate the performance benefits of the proposed solutions
compared to the existing alternatives. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section VI.
Notation: Unless stated otherwise, bold-capital letters refer
to frequency-domain vectors, bold-lower case letters refer to
time-domain vectors, capital letters refer to matrices or ele-
ments of frequency-domain vectors (depending on the context),
and lower-case letters refer to scalars or elements of time-
domain vectors. F is the normalized DFT matrix of size-N .
The Inverse DFT (IDFT) matrix of size-N is denoted by FH .
The notation 0N refers to length-N all-zero column vector. The
subscript “ir” refers to the channel from node i to node r,
i, r ∈ {1, 2, A,B}, e.g. the subscript “A2” refers to the channel
from user A to relay 2. The subscript “ArB” refers to the link
from node A to node B through node r. The modulo operation
that returns the modulus after division of a by b is denoted by
mod (a, b). The operator Bdiag{.} returns the block diagonal
matrix of the matrices in its argument.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
A. Transmission Model
Two full-duplex users UA and UB , which have no direct
link between them, exchange their information through two
relay nodes R1 and R2 (with no link between them), as shown
in Fig. 1. Note that the assumption of having two relays is
only to simplify the exposition. The obtained results can be
easily extended to the multi-relay case. At each user, a standard
OFDM modulator with N subcarriers is used. The resulting
sequence is appended with a CP of length NCP. Each user
transmits M blocks each of length N +NCP (referred to as
a frame), and consecutive frames are separated by sufficient
guard times such that no frame affects another.
We consider two-phase amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying
which is also referred to as analog network coding (ANC) [11].
In ANC, users exchange data by first simultaneously trans-
mitting their messages to the relay during the multiple-access
(MAC) phase. The relay then broadcasts an amplified version of
its received signal which is a noise-corrupted summation of the
users’ messages. This is referred to as the broadcast (BC) phase.
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Other relaying strategies are also used in the literature, for
instance, [12] uses compute-and forward relaying which maps
the superimposed signal at each relay to some noise-free
symbol, e.g., the modulo-2 sum of the users’ binary bits.
However, here we adopt ANC to simplify the operations at the
relay nodes.
The time-varying multipath fading channels are modeled by
the discrete channel impulse responses (CIRs) hnir,l from node i
to node r, n ∈ Z+, l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Lir} where Lir, i, r ∈ {A,B,
1, 2}, i = r, represents the maximum delay spread (length) of
the impulse response of the specified channel normalized by
the sampling period TS . We assume that the taps are sample-
spaced. The CIRs hnir,l represent the response of the respective
channels at time n to an impulse applied at time n− l. The
overall channel response affecting the nth input sample over




hnir,lδ(τ − τir,l), (1)
where δ(.) is the Dirac delta function, τ is the lag index and
τir,l is the delay of the lth path normalized by the sampling
period TS . Our model assumes that {hnir,l}l∈{1,2,...,Lir} are
circularly symmetric complex Gaussian wide sense stationary
processes with zero mean and total envelope power of σ2ir,l
which are correlated over time but independent for different
lags. Furthermore, all the channels are independent from each





The effect of unequal gain links is reflected by allowing for
different transmission powers and amplification factors at the
users and the relays, respectively. We denote the transmission
power at the ith user, i ∈ {A,B}, by Pi and the amplification
factor at the rth relay, r ∈ {1, 2}, by Gr.
B. Delay Model
In an asynchronous DTWR system operating over a multi-
path channel, two types of timing errors may exist [5]. The first
one is due to misalignment of the users’ signals at one relay in
the MAC phase. The second one is because the signals sent by
the relays in the BC phase arrive at different times at a user.
Fig. 2 shows an example of the first type of timing errors where
the two users’ misaligned frames are superimposed over each
other (they are shown separately to demonstrate the individual
delays). Here, Dir, i ∈ {A,B} and r ∈ {1, 2}, denote the
propagation delays over the corresponding channels (in units of
samples), dr is the residual delay at the rth relay in samples,
dr = mod (DBr −DAr, N +NCP) and yir, i ∈ {A,B},
r ∈ {1, 2}, is the portion of the signal received at the rth relay
that corresponds to the message of user i after passing through
the channel in the MAC phase.
We assume that the users have full knowledge of the channels
and the delays they require, for instance, user B requires all the
channels except h1A(n, τ) and h2A(n, τ) and all the delays ex-
cept D1A and D2A. Further, while the rth half-duplex relay re-
quires the knowledge of Dir, i∈{A,B}, full-duplex relays do
not require any delay knowledge. The relays do not require
channel knowledge. We also assume, without loss of generality,
Fig. 2. An example of the signal structure at the rth relay in an asynhchro-
nous DTWR.
that DBr > DAr, r ∈ {1, 2} and Di2 > Di1, i ∈ {A,B}. We
comment on the effect of estimation errors in propagation
delays (and also in channel gains) on the performance in
Section V.
III. PROPOSED RELAYING SCHEMES
In this section, we propose two relaying schemes both based
on performing ANC at the relay nodes but with different
duplexing methods. The first one uses FD relays, and hence we
refer to it as the ANC-FD scheme. In the other one, the receivers
of the end-users are designed in a way that allows using HD
relays, and hence we call it the ANC-HD scheme.
Transmission from the users is similar in both ANC-FD and
ANC-HD schemes (as described in Section II). However, the
operations performed by the relays and by the end-users upon
reception differ as described in the rest of this section.
A. A DTWR System With Full-Duplex Relays (ANC-FD)
In our first proposal, all the nodes operate in a full duplex
mode. After performing IDFT on each frequency-domain data
vector, each user appends a CP to the resulting vector and then
broadcasts it. Each relay then uses amplify-and-forward on the
superimposed signal that is possibly composed of misaligned
blocks. At the end of the broadcast phase, each user receives
the summation of the signals transmitted by the two relays.
With the knowledge of the channel gains and delays, each user
removes its self interference which consists of two faded copies
of its own signal. After that, each user performs DFT and then
uses a Viterbi algorithm to effectively extract delay diversity
out of the two copies of its partner’s signal. We note that this
proposal is an extension of the one in [9] which considers
single-way relaying only. This extension necessitates mitigating
the relative difference of propagation delays at the relays by
properly selecting the CP length and also removing the self-
interference components at the end-users.
A full description of the operation of the ANC-FD scheme is
given in a recent conference paper [13].
B. A DTWR System With Half-Duplex Relays (ANC-HD)
By performing simple operations at the relays and the end-
users, the ANC-HD scheme can use HD relays while providing
the same temporal efficiency provided by ANC-FD and incur-
ring only a small performance degradation as will be demon-
strated in the sequel.
Define BDr as the effective OFDM block delay (in sam-
ples) between the blocks received from the two users at the










, where dr =
mod (DBr−DAr, N+NCP) and LMAC = maxi,r{Lir − 1},
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Fig. 3. Timing diagram of the relay operations for both ANC-FD and ANC-
HD (with dr < N + LMAC).
i ∈ {A,B} and r ∈ {1, 2}. For instance, in Fig. 2, if dr >
NCP − LMAC, then BDr = 2.
Fig. 3 shows the timing diagram for the relay operations
for the ANC-HD scheme where the acronym Tx refers to a
transmitted stream while Rx refers to a received one. The figure
also shows how the relay forwards the complete set of samples
in the case of the ANC-FD scheme. As shown in Fig. 3, in the
case of the ANC-HD, each relay selects sequences of length-
(N +NCP) seconds starting from the first block in the frame of
user A. Depending on the value of dr, the rth relay, Rr, obtains
the appropriate window by choosing specific (N + LMAC)
samples from each of the length-(N+NCP) sequences. If dr <
N+LMAC, Rr chooses the last (N + LMAC) samples of each
interval; otherwise, it chooses the first (N + LMAC) samples.
In both cases, Rr, then removes the first LMAC of the obtained
(N+LMAC) samples to ensure robustness against inter-block
interference (IBI) and simply amplifies and broadcasts the
remaining N samples without appending a cyclic-prefix. Af-
ter that, each relay remains silent for (NCP −N − LMAC)Ts
seconds. Note that in the ANC-FD scheme, the received signal
at the end-user has a CP which simplifies the selection of the
DFT window. However, the relays in ANC-HD do not append a
CP which makes the received signals at the end-user resemble
zero-padded OFDM transmission, which in turn, necessitates
performing a cut-and-accumulate (CA) procedure to have the
proper DFT window as will be described. Without loss of
generality, we consider the case of dr < N + LMAC to detail
the proposed scheme further. The case of dr ≥ N + LMAC is
only different in terms of the resulting amount of circular shift
in time domain or, equivalently, the phase shift in frequency
domain.
As seen in Fig. 3, the half-duplex operation of the relays
in the ANC-HD scheme is possible because we split the time
corresponding to the transmission period of one OFDM block
along with its CP from the users into two parts, and with
proper timing, less than half of that time is required to have
an overlapping window between the blocks coming from the
two users in the MAC phase. Using the proposed transmission
Fig. 4. An example of the structure of the received signal at user B with using
ANC-HD.
Fig. 5. An example of the signal structure at the rth relay showing the
superposition of different parts of blocks originating from users A and B.
scheme that avoids a CP for the relays, each relay can broadcast
its signal in the remaining time. However, we still require the
users to be full-duplex due to two reasons. Firstly, for the relay
to guarantee having the minimum overlap window (if there
are overlapping blocks), the users should be transmitting their
signals continuously without stopping for reception. Secondly,
since arbitrary delays can take place and also since no CP is
used at the relays, the end-user needs to be able to continuously
listen to the channel to receive all the signals transmitted
by the relays.
The structure of the received signal at user B, for example,
will be of the form shown in Fig. 4 where DrB , r ∈ {1, 2}, is
the propagation delay experienced over the link from the rth
relay to user B. Shaded parts of the blocks in Fig. 4 repre-
sent the tailing sequence which is the portion of the received
block due to multipath fading after the signal has been lin-
early convolved with the channel impulse response. We can
see that what user B observes from each relay is a silence
period along with an active period that consists of the N data
samples and the tailing sequence. Without loss of generality, we
assume that D2B > D1B . With the knowledge of DBr, DrB ,
hBr(n, τ) and hrB(n, τ), r ∈ {1, 2}, user B can subtract its
own message, which results in a superimposed signal of its
partner’s blocks and their delayed version affected by a different
channel.
1) Minimum CP Length: In the first phase of the proposed
scheme, each relay receives a sum of the signals from the
two users with a possible delay between them. In a conven-
tional point to point OFDM system, the transmitter appends
a cyclic-prefix of length NCP that is at least equal to the
maximum delay spread of the channel such that when the
receiver removes the first NCP samples, the IBI is completely
removed. Therefore, when there are two signals superimposed
over each other, there should be sufficient overlap between the
blocks that contains a complete set of the users’ samples plus a
number of samples sufficient enough to ensure that no residual
samples from previous blocks (i.e. IBI) are affecting the current
block.
Let NTot denote the total number of samples in a
block including the CP, i.e., NTot = N +NCP. Referring to
Fig. 5 wherein we assume DA1 = 0, the intervals I1 and I2
show the superposition of different parts of blocks originating
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from users A and B. To guarantee having the proper window for
any value of dr, there should be at least an N + LMAC sample
overlap window in either I1, I2 or both. In other words, we
should have NTot − dr ≥ N + LMAC or dr ≥ N + LMAC. To
accommodate any value of dr, we remove its effect on selecting
the value of NTot by substituting the second inequality into
the first one which gives NTot ≥ 2N + 2LMAC. Therefore,
choosing a CP length at the users that satisfies NCP ≥ N +
2LMAC enables each relay to have at least N + LMAC sam-
ples overlap between the two users’ misaligned blocks and
hence guarantees proper operation at the relay during the MAC
phase. Moreover, our system imposes another condition for
the second phase, where the length-NCP period following the
length N transmission period should be at least equal to LBC
where LBC = maxi,r{Lri − 1}, r ∈ {1, 2} and i ∈ {A,B}.
Also, as we will note while deriving the cut-and-accumulate
procedure, we require NCP to be greater than N + L1B +
L2B − 2. Therefore, to simultaneously combat the frequency
selectivity and the timing errors for the ANC-HD scheme, each
user precedes each of its blocks by a CP of length NCP that
satisfies
NCP ≥ max {maxi,r N + 2Lir − 2, maxi,r Lri − 1,
N + L1B + L2B − 2} , (2)
where i ∈ {A,B} and r ∈ {1, 2}. Note that the NCP criterion
does not depend on the relative propagation delay even if it
spans over multiple OFDM blocks; it only depends on the
number of subcarriers and length of the channels. This actually
explains why our ANC-HD scheme outperforms the systems in
[5] and [2] as will be detailed in Section V.
2) Relay Processing: Assuming a discrete baseband model,
the data vector representing the frequency-domain message
of the ith user, i ∈ {A,B}, during the mth block is denoted








where X(m)i,k ∈ Ai for
k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} and Ai is the signal constellation for user













, i ∈ {A,B}. The transmitted
signal from the ith user during the mth block, i ∈ {A,B},
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T,i,N+NCP
]T and ζ(·) corresponds to the operation of
appending a length-NCP cyclic-prefix to the vector in its
argument.
For the rth relay, the received signal at the nth sample, n ∈
{1, 2, . . . , N}, during the mthr window, mr ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M +























Fig. 6. An example of the structure of yAB,e with one block delay.
where n(mr)r,n is the noise at the rth relay during the mthr block
modeled by a complex circularly symmetric Gaussian random
variable with zero mean and variance σ2r . Note that x
m
T,i,n = 0
if n < 1, n > N +NCP, m < 1 or m > M . We can write (3)

























, Ψdr is a circulant
matrix of size N ×N whose first column is given by the









r,2 , . . . , n
(mr)
r,N ]
T . Using the matrix Ψdr is equivalent to per-
forming circular convolution with ψdr , which on the other hand
mimics the circular shift caused by selecting the window in a
location that has the samples of the blocks of user B circularly
shifted from their original order. Note that x(mr−BDr)B = 0N
for mr ≤ BDr.
The matrix H(mr)tl,ir , i ∈ {A,B}, r ∈ {1, 2} and mr ∈ {1, 2,
. . . ,M +BDr} is the time-lag channel matrix which is
also known as the time-variant circular convolution matrix.
This matrix represents the time-domain effect of circular con-
volution of x(mr)i with hir(n, τ) for all the N samples in
the selected window during the mrth block after discarding
the first LMAC samples. By looking at the received signal
at the rth relay when Lir < N , we note that H
(mr)
tl,ir has the
structure given in (5), shown at the bottom of the next page,
where Nr = NCP + (mr − 1)NTot.
Note that (5) has been derived for the case that Lir < N .
However, the structure of H(mr)tl,ir when Lir ≥ N can be
similarly obtained. In case of quasi-static channels or for block
fading channels where the channel remains fixed for each
OFDM block but changes from one block to another, H(mr)tl,ir
is equal to the conventional time-invariant circular convolution
matrix.
Upon receiving y(mr)r , the transmitted signal by the rth relay




r , r ∈ {1, 2}. Note that the relay
does not append a CP, it simply amplifies and forwards the
selected windows from its received signal.
3) Receiver Design: This section discusses the operations
performed at each user while receiving the sum of the relays’
signals where the objective of each user is to detect its partner’s
message. We consider the processing at user B. Similar argu-
ments can be stated for user A due to symmetry.
Fig. 6 shows an example of the received signal structure
at user B after the self-interference is removed, i.e., yAB,e
which represents the effective message of user A at user B after
passing through the channel. Note that this signal is composed
of two parts each relayed by one of the relays. As shown in
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Fig. 6, at user B, the frame relayed by R2 is received DAB
sample times after the frame relayed by R1 where DAB =
(DA2 +D2B)− (DA1 +D1B). The effective signal from user














where yArB,e, r ∈ {1, 2}, is the portion of yAB,e that cor-
responds to the message of user A after passing through the
channel and getting relayed by the rth relay. The vector wB
represents length-(N +NCP)(M +BDAB) noise vector at
user B which encompasses the relays’ amplified noise as well.
Its entries are assumed to be independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) complex circularly symmetric Gaussian random
variables with zero mean and variance σ2B . Let dAB denote the
residual delay in samples as shown in Fig. 6 where dAB =
mod (DAB, N +NCP). Depending on the value of dAB, dif-
ferent parts of the users’ blocks overlap and hence each value
of dAB should be treated accordingly. We identify the follow-
ing ranges for dAB:
• case 1: 0 ≤ dAB < N + (L1B − 1),
• case 2: N + (L1B − 1) ≤ dAB ≤ NCP − (L2B − 1),
• case 3: NCP − (L2B − 1) < dAB < N +NCP.
We note that case 1 and case 3 take place when there is an
overlap between the blocks of user A with those of user B. In
case 1, the blocks of user A lead those of user B, while they lag
behind them in case 3. On the other hand, Case 2 represents the
situation of having no overlap.











fective OFDM block delay observed at user B between the
blocks received from the two relays that correspond to the
message of user A. For the first and last BDAB blocks there
are blocks from one of the relays only and hence conventional
techniques developed for zero-padded OFDM can be used to
mimic circular convolution [14]. However, for the remaining
blocks, since the relays do not append a CP, we propose a cut-
and-accumulate procedure to mimic the effect of the CP in
converting the linear convolution with the CIR into a circular
Fig. 7. The CA procedure for case 1 with various values of dAB.
Fig. 8. The CA procedure for case 2.
Fig. 9. An example of the CA procedure for case 3.
one. Figs. 7–9 illustrate how to perform the CA procedure
for the different cases of dAB wherein the operator φc(·),
c ∈ {1, 2, 3} denotes the modulo-N vector accumulator used
for the cth case. Note that the two frames are superimposed
over each other, however, we show them separated to sim-
plify our exposition. For case 1, φ1(·) takes a length la =
N +max{L1B − 1, dAB + L2B − 1} vector, then selects and
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length-N on a sample-by-sample basis with a length-N zero-
padded sequence containing the last la −NNN samples. NN is
simply the number of length-N vectors in the length-la interval.
For instance, in the first example of Fig. 7, la = N + dAB +
L2B − 1 and NN = 1. Note that in case 1, the accumulator
is aligned with the blocks relayed by R1. Mathematically, this





[x (1 + (i− 1)N) , x (2 + (i− 1)N) , . . . ,x(iN)]T
+
[





where x and φ1(x) are length-la and length-N column vectors,
respectively. Fig. 7 shows the effect of applying the CA proce-
dure for various values for the residual delay dAB.
For case 3, the current block from the frame relayed by R2
starts overlapping with the next block from the frame relayed by
R1, hence the accumulator φ3(·) operates on its input similar
to φ1(·) with the difference that the accumulator is aligned
with the blocks relayed by R2 rather than R1. Note that if
NCP is less than N + L1B + L2B − 2, then, for dAB values
falling within case 3 there will be IBI, and hence we impose the
condition NCP ≥ N + L1B + L2B − 2 in (2).
After yAB,e is passed through the cut-and-accumulate
block, the resulting N -sample OFDM blocks, {y(m)AB }, m ∈



















where PAr = PAGr, x
(m)







tl,Ar, r ∈ {1, 2}, is the equivalent time-
lag channel matrix corresponding to the link from user A
through the rth relay to user B. Note that the matrices H(m)tl,rB ,
r ∈ {1, 2}, that correspond to the BC phase have the same
structure of the matrices H(m)tl,Ar, r ∈ {1, 2}, which correspond
to the MAC phase. However, the matrices H(m)tl,rB r ∈ {1, 2}
are formed assuming a cyclic-suffix rather than a cyclic-prefix
due to the CA procedure. The vector v(m)B represents length-
N effective noise vector at user B during the mth block after
performing the CA procedure. The entries of wB in (4) are
i.i.d. whereas the entries of v(m)B in (6) are no longer identically
distributed, but they are independent. The reason is that while
performing the CA procedure, the noise samples get accumu-
lated different number of times. The first la −NNN noise
samples of each block get accumulated with the la −NNN
noise samples that were cut, which means that the first la −
NNN noise samples are complex Gaussian random variables
with zero mean and variance of (NN + 1)σ2B , while the other
samples of the final length-N block have a variance of NNσ2B .
Looking at case 1, for instance, it is clear that the samples of
the blocks relayed by R2 have been circularly shifted by dAB
samples. Since having a delay of n samples in the time domain
causes the kth subcarrier to have a phase shift of e−j2πn(k−1)/N ,
k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, we can define the frequency-domain phase









. Each block of the
accumulated signal is then demodulated by an N-point DFT











































where F is the normalized DFT matrix of size-N , the opera-
tor ◦ denotes the Hadamard product, [Z ◦W ]i,j=[Z]i,j ·[W ]i,j ,










B . The elements
of V (m)B are correlated zero-mean complex Gaussian random
variables. The covariance matrix of V (m)B is given by FΣF
H





B , . . . , NNσ
2
B ]1×((NN+1)N−la)]}.
The matrix H(m)sc,ArB is the subcarrier coupling matrix for the
mth block over the UA-Rr-UB link [15]. This matrix gives a
glimpse of the effect of the channel in frequency-domain and
it is found using the time-lag matrices of the corresponding























In case of block, and of course quasi-static, fading, Htl,ArB ,
r ∈ {1, 2}, have a circulant structure making Hsc,ArB , r ∈
{1, 2}, diagonal which means that no inter-carrier interference
(ICI) is present. When the channel is time-varying within the
same OFDM block, neither Htl,ArB , r ∈ {1, 2}, will be circu-
lant nor will Hsc,ArB , r ∈ {1, 2}, be diagonal, which means
that the subcarrier orthogonality is lost, giving rise to ICI. Here,
we do not investigate ICI mitigation, instead we ignore the





sc,ArB ]k,k, r ∈ {1, 2}. By discarding
the off-diagonal elements of H(m)sc,ArB , the received signal on














where V (m)B,k is the kth element of V
(m)
B . We remark that (9) is
exact if the channel is time-invariant within each OFDM block.
For case 3, similar arguments made to case 1 can be stated but
with the difference that the phase shift correction factor in (9)
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will be required for the blocks relayed by R1 rather than those
relayed by R2 and its value will be e−j
2π(k−1)(N+NCP−dAB)
N .
For case 2, there is no overlap between the blocks relayed
by the two relays, a fact that motivates using maximum ratio
combining (MRC) since we now have two independently faded
copies of each OFDM block. As shown in Fig. 8, φ2(·) operates
on the two parts separately. For the part relayed by the rth
relay it takes a length la = N + LrB − 1 vector, then selects





length-N and adds that to a length-N zero-padded sequence
containing the last la −NNN samples. As a result, φ2(·)
returns two blocks of length-N . After taking their DFT, these











































where Y (m)ArB , r ∈ {1, 2}, corresponds to the part of the mes-
sage of user A relayed by the rth relay during the mth interval













is the noise vector whose elements are complex Gaussian ran-
dom variables with zero mean and variance of (NN+1)σ2B for
the first la−NNN elements and NNσ2B for the remaining ones.
4) Detection of the Partner’s Message: For cases 1 and 3,
the structure of the received signal in (9) on the kth subcarrier
from all the blocks is similar to a single-carrier (SC) multi-
path channel or equivalently to a MISO system utilizing delay
diversity. The receiver extracts this diversity using maximum
likelihood sequence detection, implemented efficiently through
a Viterbi algorithm. For both ANC-FD and ANC-HD schemes,
each user implements N parallel Viterbi detectors of MBDABc
states where Mc is the constellation size. The kth Viterbi detec-
tor is fed with the collected received samples of that subcarrier
over the M +BDAB blocks, i.e., {Y (m)AB,k}m∈{1,2,...,M+BDAB},








. Clearly, the increase in complex-
ity depends on the number of block delays (BDAB) rather
than the actual relative propagation delay (dAB) which is an
advantage of the proposed schemes. Specifically, the complex-
ity of the Viterbi detector is affected by: (i) the number of
states (MBDABc ) and (ii) the number of stages which is equal
to M +BDAB.
Unlike cases 1 and 3, detection for case 2 is done on a
symbol-by-symbol basis using MRC. Referring to (10), for
each subcarrier, the receiver collects the samples corresponding


































sc,ArB]k,k. Based on MRC, we write








































where we have assumed the use of an M -ary phase-shift keying
(PSK) constellation in the last step.
C. Maximum Achievable Data Rate
To clearly see the benefit of having a delay-independent CP,
we investigate the temporal efficiency of the proposed
schemes. Let η denote the maximum achievable data rate
when binary PSK (BPSK) modulation is used. The transmis-
sion of one OFDM block with either ANC-FD or ANC-HD








which shows that the only effect of the delay on ηANC-HD is
through the number of block delays BDAB rather than the
actual delay DAB; an effect that is negligible if M is sufficiently
large. To see this advantage, we compare it to some of the
existing schemes that solve the asynchrony issue. Specifically,
we consider the ANC-STBC scheme in [5] and the ANC-
OFDM scheme which is an extension of the system in [2] to
the dual-relay case. Noting that the rate for both ANC-STBC
and ANC-OFDM is given by N2N+NCP,MAC+NCP,BC , where
NCP,MAC and NCP,BC are the minimum CP lengths required
for the MAC and BC phases, respectively, we can see that
the rate decreases if DAB increases since a longer CP will be
needed.
D. Subcarrier Diversity for Small Delays
Both ANC-FD and ANC-HD relaying schemes proposed
provide a delay diversity structure that can result in a diversity
gain of NR, where NR is the number of relays used. However,
this gain requires having at least one block delay. To provide
a diversity gain for smaller delays wherein BDAB = 0 while
preserving the same diversity gain for large delays, we pro-
pose a modification to the original system as follows: the rth
relay does not only amplify and forward its received signal,
instead, it also multiplies the nth sample, n ∈ {1, . . . , N}, of
the selected window by ej
2π(n−1)(r−1)
N , which will have the
effect of having a circular shift of r − 1 samples in frequency
domain due to the modulation property of DFT. By doing
so, we will have a subcarrier diversity structure that can be
efficiently harnessed using the Viterbi algorithm. This approach
will enable our system to attain a diversity order equal to
the number of relays (NR) as long as NR ≤ N .
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To simplify exposition, we only consider small delays for
case 1. Extending the results to the two other cases is straight-
forward. If we discard the off-diagonal elements of H(m)sc,ArB




























N + l, l ≤ 0
l, l > 0
The subcarrier coupling matrix, H(m)sc,ArB , is now defined









θr(·) circularly shifts the rows of its argument by (r − 1) rows
downward. Clearly, unlike the large delay case, we observe a
delay structure among the symbols on different subcarriers of
the same block as in (14). Hence, the detection is performed
on a block-by-block basis, and for each of the M blocks, the
receiver drops the first (NR − 1) symbols and uses a Viterbi
detector with MNR−1c states. The spectral efficiency loss due
to the partial symbol drop is negligible since NR  N in
practice.
IV. PAIRWISE ERROR PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
Motivated by the fact that studying the pairwise error prob-
ability can give an insight into the diversity order and also
provide a basis for code design, we present in this section
some upper bounds on the PEP for the proposed full- and
half-duplex relaying schemes. For the half-duplex scheme we
restrict our analysis to case 1 and case 3 since case 2 resembles a
two-branch single-input multiple-output (SIMO) system whose
performance is well-studied in the literature. We consider three
cases for the multipath fading channel: quasi-static fading,
correlated block fading and independent block fading. We
use BPSK modulation and assume that the MAC phase links
experience much higher SNRs than those during the BC phase
which allows us to discard the effect of the noise terms at the
relay nodes. Without loss of generality, we consider detection
at user B and assume that LAr < N and LrB < N , r ∈ {1, 2}.





A. Quasi-Static Frequency-Selective Fading Channels
Given that the self-interference is perfectly eliminated at each
user, the proposed ANC-FD scheme resembles the system in
[9] that assumes a single-way relay system with two relays.
As a result, the PEP results obtained in [9] are applicable. Let




A,k, . . . , X
(M)
A,k ]. Without loss of
generality we assume PA = 1. Let PEPA,k = P (XA,(k) →
X ′A,(k)) denote the pairwise error probability of two streams
XA,(k) and X
′
A,(k). PEPA,k can be upper bounded as
PEPA,k ≤
8σ4B





































∣∣∣X(m)A,k −X ′(m)A,k ∣∣∣2 as in [9] and σ2B is the noise
variance at user B. For ANC-HD relaying, more time-domain
noise samples will be accumulated due to the CA procedure
which as a result will cause the frequency-domain samples
to be correlated. However, to make the analysis tractable, we
approximate V (m)B,k , k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} in (7) by i.i.d. Gaus-
sian random variables with zero mean and variance of σ′2B =
σ2B
N (laNN +N −N2NN). Our simulation results fully corrob-
orate this approximation as will be shown in the next section.
Note that the noise variance is greater in case of the ANC-HD
scheme, which explains the small performance degradation of
ANC-HD relaying compared to ANC-FD relaying as discussed
in Section V. Substituting σ′2B in place of σ
2
B in (15) provides
an upper bound of the PEP of the ANC-HD scheme.
B. Independent Block Fading Frequency-Selective Channels
In an independent block fading scenario, the multipath chan-
nel gains remain fixed within each OFDM block and change
independently from one block to the next. Hence, the mul-
tipath channel taps are independent across both delays and
OFDM words. Without loss of generality, we assume PA =
1, G1 = G2 = 1, and analyze the PEP by following a sim-
ilar approach to the one in [9], [16]. Note that the channel
model adopted considers independent block fading rather than
the specific type of correlated block fading models used in
[9], [16].
Let BI(n) be the index of the block that contains the nth
sample. The independent block-fading channel model is charac-
terized by hnir,l = α
(m)
ir,l , l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Lir}, and hnri,l = β
(m)
ri,l ,





ri,l are independent circularly symmetric complex
Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance of σ2ir,l
and σ2ri,l, respectively. An upper bound on the PEP of the ANC-
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The definitions of λk,m,c, σ2μ,k,m,r, σ
2
κ,k,m,c,r, r ∈ {1, 2},
along with other details in arriving at the upper bound in (16)
are provided in the Appendix. For the ANC-HD scheme, the
PEP bound of the ANC-FD case holds true if the noise variance
is properly scaled as explained in Section IV-A.
C. Correlated Block Fading Frequency-Selective Channels
In this case, we assume that the time-domain channel coef-
ficients remain constant within each OFDM block and change
from one block to another. Further, we assume that the mul-
tipath channel taps are independent across delays (or lags)
and correlated across blocks (from one block to another). The
correlated block-fading channel model assumed here is similar




















M where h(m)ir,l and
h
(m)
ri,l are the channel gains affecting the mth block for the cor-
responding links. αir,l[p] and βri,l[p] are independent circularly









, respectively. The number of the
expansion terms, Lt, is given by Lt = 2fdMT + 1 where
fd is the maximum Doppler frequency shift and T is
































, r ∈ {1, 2} and
define



















Further, let q1=[q1, . . . , qLLt ]
































































wf (k). The PEP condi-
tioned on the channel gains is upper bounded by the Chernoff





























e−j2πMfdT , . . . , 1, . . . , ej2πMfdT
]T
,
W t(m) =Bdiag {wt(m), . . . ,wt(m)}LLt×L ,
W t,f (m, k) =Bdiag {W t(m)wf (k),W t(m)wf (k)} ,
W α,t(m) =Bdiag {wt(m), . . . ,wt(m)}LL2t×LLt ,


























WA,t(m)W t,f (m, k)
× dk(m)dHk (m)WHt,f (m, k)WHA,t(m),



















where Uk is a unitary matrix and Λk = diag{λk,1, . . . , λk,nk ,
0, . . . , 0} is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are
the eigenvalues of DA(Xk,X
′








U ∗k,c,(p−1)Lt+(p−1)Lt+tμk, p−1LLt +1,t
where Uk,c denotes the cth column of Uk with Uk,c,p being the



















where qp and χk,c,p are assumed to be independent complex










respectively. The approximate PEP upper bound for the
ANC-FD scheme assuming PA = 1 and G1 = G2 = 1 is










and S0 refers to
the set of distinct values of σ2χ,k,pσ
2
q,p. Sj , j ∈ {1, 2,
. . . , J}, refers to the set for which j of the terms σ2χ,k,pσ2q,p
are equal.
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
As in [9], we make the following assumptions: (A) pairwise
independence among qp, p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2LLt}, (B) pairwise
independence among χk,c,p, p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , LLt} and (C) in-
dependence between qp and χk,c,p′ , p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2LLt} and
p′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2LLt}. While (A) and (C) are certainly valid,
(B) is only an approximation.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we investigate the performance of the pro-
posed schemes through simulations and numerical calculations
of the analytical results. We employ an OFDM modulator with
N subcarriers over a total bandwidth of BW . The SNR at user




, i, i′ ∈ {A,B}, i′ = i






i is the effective noise vari-
ance at user i after accounting for the amplified noise terms
at the relays (due to ANC). We consider Rayleigh multipath
fading channels with different assumptions on time variability.
Unless stated otherwise, we assume that the channels undergo
quasi-static fading, Quadrature PSK (QPSK) modulation is




2 . We further assume that PA = 1 and
G1 = G2 = 1. Table I lists some of the simulation parameters
pertaining to each figure. In Figs. 10 and 11, we compare
the proposed ANC-FD and ANC-HD schemes with the ANC-
STBC scheme in [5] which is to our knowledge the best result
Fig. 10. Comparison of the BER performance between the proposed ANC-HD
scheme and two existing schemes [2], [5] with imposing an equal rate criteria
(M = 10 and N = 64). (a) Fixed delay of 286 samples. (b) Fixed SNR of 24
dB.
reported in the literature of asynchronous DTWR systems in
terms of bit error rates (BERs). We also compare our results
to the ANC-OFDM scheme based on [2]. To ensure a fair
comparison, our simulation uses the same number of relays
(NR = 2) and the same assumptions for the channels in all the
schemes. We also impose equal power and rate to guarantee
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the BER performance between the proposed ANC-HD
scheme and two existing schemes [2], [5] for various fade rates.
For the ANC-STBC and ANC-OFDM schemes, longer CP
is required while experiencing larger delays and hence we
increase the size of their constellations to maintain the same
rate as our schemes (refer to Section III-B4 for the data rate
expressions). For the duplexing method, the schemes in [2], [5]
use half-duplex nodes while our proposed scheme uses full-
duplex users and either half- or full-duplex relays and hence
our schemes have an increased hardware complexity.
Fig. 10(a) compares the average BER of our ANC-FD and
ANC-HD schemes with both the ANC-STBC and ANC-OFDM
schemes. With the parameters in Table I, the minimum CP
length for ANC-STBC and ANC-OFDM at each phase is
346 samples, which means that the effective transmission of
N = 64 data samples using either ANC-STBC or ANC-OFDM
requires 820 samples. On the other hand, for ANC-FD and
ANC-HD scenarios, the minimum CP length is only 184 as it
is independent from the delay. Moreover, the effective delay is
DAB = 286 samples (equivalent to 95.334 ms) which means
that we have one block delay, i.e., BDAB = 1 and the residual
delay dAB = 38 samples. We impose an equal rate condition
on the four schemes, and as a result, the ANC-HD scheme,
for instance, outperforms both ANC-STBC and ANC-OFDM
by about 7.5 dB and 10.5 dB, respectively, at a BER of about
10−2. Alternatively, without imposing an equal rate criterion,
the performances of all the above schemes are comparable,
which means that the proposed solutions can transmit at a
higher rate without sacrificing the performance.
To illustrate the advantages of having the CP length in-
dependent from the delay, we plot in Fig. 10(b) the BER
versus the delay (DAB). Herein, the simulation parameters
are similar to those used for Fig. 10(a) except that we
set a fixed SNR of 24 dB and vary D2B from 0 to 480.
Clearly, the performances of ANC-STBC and ANC-OFDM
suffer greatly due to the increase in relative delay while the
ANC-HD scheme shows robustness against asynchrony. On
the other hand, the ANC-FD scheme shows further robust-
ness against asynchrony since its performance is unaffected
by the increase in relative delay. For instance, at a delay of
160 ms (which may be observed in UWA communications
[17]), a performance improvement of about two orders of
magnitude in the error rate is observed. It is also noted that
ANC-STBC performs better than the ANC-FD scheme for
small delay values (less than 15 ms and 25 ms for ANC-FD
and ANC-HD, respectively). We also show in Fig. 10(b) the
effect of applying the subcarrier diversity scheme in improving
the performance for small delays.
In Fig. 11, we compare the ANC-HD scheme to ANC-STBC
and ANC-OFDM under a time-varying fading scenario with
various fade rates. The time-varying fading channel is generated
using Jakes’ model, i.e., the sum of sinusoids method [18]. We
can see that the ANC-HD scheme is the most resilient solution
to temporal variations of the channel even without performing
frequency domain equalization. An error floor, however, is
inevitable for this case due to neglecting the ICI in the off-
diagonal elements of Hsc,ArB .
We next evaluate and discuss our analytical findings for
the PEP. We first define the Hamming distance D(XA,(k),
X ′A,(k)), or D for short, between two sequences XA,(k) and
X ′A,(k) for our system as the number of instances at which
either the symbols from the first relay or the delayed symbols














and X(m)A,k = X
′(m)
A,k = 0 if m < 1 or m > M +BDAB. For
Fig. 12, we discard the noise at the relays and study the PEP
for a specific subcarrier index. We further assume one-block
delay with residual delay dAB = 11. We choose XA,(k) = 110
as a reference sequence. Fig. 12(a) compares the analytical
upper bound for the PEP for the ANC-FD scheme to the
estimated PEP obtained from Monte Carlo calculations under
correlated block fading channel conditions with fdTs = 0.01.
We compare two cases of the Hamming distance, namely 2
and 4 corresponding to X ′A,(k) = [−1,1T9 ]
T
and X ′A,(k) =
[−1,1T8 ,−1]
T
respectively. We compare two cases of the Ham-
ming distance, namely 2 and 4 as defined above. The effects
assuming independence of different χk,c,p values are shown
in Fig. 12(a) where we compare the simulation results that
represent the estimated value of the PEP to the Chernoff bound
evaluated for two cases; correlated χk,c,p and independent
χk,c,p. As seen in the figure, the evaluation of the Chernoff
bound when χk,c,p is correlated (according to the channel
model in Section IV-C) agrees with the simulation results.
However, when we generate independent χk,c,p, the results are
only approximate, but even though, the bound can be used to
study the diversity order or to design channel codes.
In Fig. 12(b), we consider an ANC-HD system and com-
pare the theoretical PEP upper bound to the estimated PEP
under independent block fading conditions. We consider an
additional value of D(XA,(k),X
′
A,(k)) = 6 that corresponds to
X ′A,(k) = [−1T5 ,1T5 ]
T
. Fig. 12(b) clearly shows the tightness
of the derived bound.
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Fig. 12. Comparison between the PEP upper bound and the estimated PEP
performance for various values of the Hamming distance. For this figure,
M = 10 and k = 15. (a) Correlated block fading channel (ANC-FD).
(b) Independent block fading channel (ANC-HD).
Finally, we comment on the effects of estimation errors in
propagation delays on the performance. Even though proper
operation of the proposed schemes is heavily dependent on
the accurate knowledge of the delays, our application of UWA
communications only requires the estimation accuracy to be in
the range of tenths of a millisecond. For example, for an OFDM
system with a total occupied bandwidth of 3 kHz (over the
frequency band: 12 kHz–15 kHz) with N = 64 subcarriers, the
delay estimation error should not exceed 0.167 ms which is half
the sampling time. This accuracy is achievable with the current
state of art, for instance, as shown in [19]. On the other hand,
our schemes show robustness against errors in channel gain
estimation. We demonstrate this point by corrupting the channel
gain at time n and lag l, i.e. hnir,l, i, r ∈ {A,B, 1, 2}, i = r,
by a complex Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance




| . Fig. 13 shows the effect of different levels of the
Fig. 13. Effect of the estimation error on the BER for quasi-static fading
channels.
estimation error on the BER for the ANC-HD scheme (similar
behavior is observed for the ANC-FD scheme). Clearly, for
this example, when the estimation error is up to 5%, there is
almost no loss in the performance for SNR values below 15 dB
compared to the case of perfect CSI estimation. For higher
levels of the estimation error, the loss increases gradually. We
observed similar behaviour with time-varying fading.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have considered an asynchronous dual-relay TWR sys-
tem in doubly selective fading channels with large relative
delays such as those observed in UWA communications. We
have proposed two spectrally-efficient OFDM-based schemes
in which the minimum cyclic-prefix length is independent of the
relative propagation delays experienced. An important aspect of
the proposed schemes is that they not only solve the large delay
problem but also enhance the error rate performance by exploit-
ing the inherent delay diversity in the signal structure. Through
Monte Carlo simulations and analytical PEP evaluations, we
have verified our findings and showed the advantages of the
proposed schemes compared to existing ones in the literature.
Among the proposed schemes, the ANC-FD scheme offers the
best performance while the ANC-HD scheme may be a more
practical solution due to the use of half-duplex relays.
APPENDIX A
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Using the Chernoff bound, the PEP conditioned on known
channel conditions can be upper bounded as
P
(
































A,k . Expanding H
(m)











































where W f (k) = Bdiag{wf (k),wf (k)} and dk(m) = [dmk ,
dm−BDABk ]
T . Let D(m)A (XA,(k),X
′
A,(k)) = W f (k)dk(m)×
dHk (m)W
H



















































































. Since the ma-
trix D(m)A (XA,(k),X
′
A,(k)) is Hermitian, then it is diago-





k,m, where Uk,m is a unitary matrix and Λk,m =
diag{λk,m,1, . . . , λk,m,nm , 0, . . . , 0} where {λk,m,i}
nm
i=1 are








A,(k)) is not affected by the channel coef-
1Note that the matrix D(m)A (XA,(k),X
′
A,(k)
) is positive semidefinite due
to having the structure AHA where A = dHk (m)W
H
f (k).
ficients; it only depends on the code structure. Having that



























































































different values of c that correspond to different Eigen values
because for a fixed value of the pair {m, r} and different c
values, μ(m)k,r is the same and κ
(m)
k,c,r is a linear combination of the
same L i.i.d. random variables β(m)rB,l
∗
. However, By examining
the correlation coefficients, we have found that they are neg-
ligible. Hence, we consider them independent to simplify the
analysis. The validity of this assumption has been supported by
































To evaluate the PEP upper bound in (28), shown at
the bottom of the next page, we assume that μ(m)k,r and
κ
(m)
k,c,r, ∀r ∈ {1, 2} and ∀m∈{1, . . . ,M+BDAB}, are inde-
pendent complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean







































































































































The problem of finding the PEP bound reduces to evaluat-
ing the expectation in (26) over the set of random variables










k,c }. Let S \R
denote the relative compliment of R in S which is the set of
all elements in S that are not in R. To obtain the PEP, we
sequentially integrate over the elements of S using the law of
total expectation. Since φ(m)k,c,r and θ
(m)
k,c are by assumption i.i.d.





























































































k,c,2| and I0(.) is the
modified Bessel function of the first kind. Next, we condition
over the remaining random variables except κ(m)k,c,1 and integrate






), as in (28),











2/4p and setting ν = 0,



















). Now, we integrate over κ(m)k,c,2


































From (31), we observe that the denominator contains a linear
combination of two chi-squared random variables that may





further write Tr in terms of a chi-square random variable with






Qr ∼ χ22. Clearly, Tr ∼ Gamma(kg = 1, θg = σ2κ,k,m,c,r ×
σ2μ,k,m,r) where kg and θg are respectively the shape and the















then Z ∼ Gamma(kg=2, θg=σ2κ,k,m,c,1σ2μ,k,m,1). However,
if σ2κ,k,m,c,1σ
2
μ,k,m,1 = σ2κ,k,m,c,2σ2μ,k,m,2 and due to the struc-
ture of the matrix Uk,m, one of the σ2κ,k,m,c,r corresponding
to the rth relay, r ∈ {1, 2}, will be equal to zero. As a result,
for this case Z ∼ Gamma(kg = 1, θg,nz = σ2κ,k,m,c,rnz ×
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= 0}. Therefore, in both cases,





















































where the equality (a) follows from [21, p. 341-Eq. 3.353–5].
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